
a story of our new world   

The term “social distancing” was foreign to most ears at the beginning of 2020.  Now it is commonplace in our 
daily language. Interactions that we once overlooked we now scrutinize and evaluate the risks as if lives depend on 
it, because they do. A handshake, a pat on the shoulder, a hug, have now become cherished rarities in our daily 
lives. 

As an action, social distancing has become a required sacrifice to prevent the spread of Covid-19 and protect lives 
and livelihoods. It has altered our views on the world around us and stripped from us the physical contact that we 
once took for granted. 

Through this change we have embraced a new appreciation for the relationships that we value most; family and the 
friends we consider chosen family. 

The crisis has also forced a need to re-evaluate our industry and the way we operate. Though the effects of the crisis 
on business have not been without loss, they have also shredded the status quo, exposing elements  that were no 
longer relevant and providing incentive to action positive change. 

These changes include an immediate implementation of greater sustainable practices and a return to seasons in line 
with the weather;  winter collections that deliver just before winter as opposed to July as in the past. This delay in 
delivery has allowed many of our retailers time to adjust to changes in consumer patterns and clear excess stock, as 
well as enabled our mills and factories to work safely at a manageable pace. 

To embrace this new appreciation for family alongside industry adaptations we chose to reshoot our winter 
collection featuring exclusive and previously unseen styles on family members, in both the UK and the USA. 

The shoot, itself, tells a story of our new world. Shot both physically and remotely, the models within this shoot 
celebrate the inspiring women whom we love and are honoured to call family. Beginning in the UK, several 
generations of women from Matthew Harding’s family are shot in his childhood garden and hometown of 
Rickmansworth. You’ll meet his grandmother Jean, his mother Suzanne, his sister Gemma and her daughter Georgia. 

On the other side of the world, Levi Palmer’s family is captured via zoom to heighten the feeling of distance and 
separation that we have all felt. His mother Nancy shot in her home town of Westphalia Texas, his cousin Ever in 
L.A., one of his best friends Jasmin shot outside their old high school and his mentor Jan shot in downtown Dallas 
where Levi first began formal studies in fashion. 

Debuting at LFW Digital in September, the shoot is accompanied by a short fashion film filled with testimonials from 
each family member. 

While the duo would have cherished the opportunity to bring their family together for such an event, the process of 
coordinating this shoot from across the world has deepened their relationships and highlighted the connection that 
they continue to share, even if social distancing keeps them just out of arm’s length.  
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CREDITS 

Art Direction & Styling: Natalie Brewster 
Photography: Brendan Freeman 

Film: Maria Inês Afonso 

Remote styling/photo assistants:  
Shadia Lee (assisting Jan Strimple)  

Deborah Etta Robinson (assisting Ever Mainard) 
Jasmin Rodriguez Thronesbery (assisting Nancy Palmer) 

Paul and Suzanne Harding for lending us their home and lunch 

MODELS 

Matthew Harding’s Family 
Jean Simms  

Suzanne Harding 
Gemma Marshall 
Georgia Marshall 

Levi Palmer’s Family  
Nancy Palmer 
Ever Mainard 

Jasmin Rodriguez Thronesbery 
Jan Strimple  
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